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With information era is on the way and the knowledge economy era is coming, 
we need a higher demand for social insurance management system; however, the 
popularity of personal computers, database technologies , client / server technology, 
all these development make the second generation of insurance management system 
appeared inevitable. Comparing with the new features of the second-generation 
insurance management system, the customer management would be centralized 
database processing with almost all of the data associated with insurance.  
The objective of this research project is to provide a clear , standardized, easy 
way  to insurance services for insurance companies and help them operate and 
manage functionality by design and implementation of a Web-based insurance 
management system, help users from the user's insurance , the claims management , 
report management, fast claims , claims to the whole insurance process. These will 
simplify the user's operation, save customers valuable time, and do improve system 
efficiency and management efficiency. In the system, this dissertation takes full 
advantage of the powerful SQL Server 2005 database and J2EE platform, and design 
and implementation and implemented based on B / S architecture system of insurance 
policy management system design. System starts from the requirements analysis, 
system design, system implementation, system testing, summary and outlook and so 
on.  
Therefore, this dissertation uses software engineering thoughts and methods of 
system theory, analysis and design, implementation insurance for the agents , 
managers, business platform basic user personnel , using modern computer techniques 
and methods, combining the clear business logic of insurance policy administration , 
insurance agency staff , users, insurance policy acquisition activity relationship 
management process analysis and processing. Computer information means relying 
redesigned from the perspective of information resource management, information 
technology to explore the construction of the insurance policy administration system. 
By implementing this system, we could help them facilitate the efficiency of the 
insurance company, insurance policies transparent handle user management and 
improve the efficiency of the insurance company 's claims on the insurance policy . 
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